we Didn’t Say we’re

You Did.
Intercept is preferred 3 to 1
over any other spacer system
in North America.
More people in more
places choose Intercept to
grow their bottom lines,
not to mention protect
their windows from the
harmful effects of nature.
The five main reasons are:
Patented U-Shape Construction makes it the most
durable and flexible thermal cycling alloy spacer
without sacrificing strength. No load on the sealant
virtually eliminates seal failures.
Unrivaled Profitability for you and your customers.
More upsale options in replacement widows with
the fewest callbacks in the industry makes
Intercept your #1 choice.
Superior Warm Edge Performance for
maximum thermal protection has been
proven in independent testing. Claims
by other spacer systems are all hot air.

Millions of Energy
Star-rated windows
use Intercept

Best Gas Retention is achieved with the industry’s
longest MVT path by up to 50%. Combined with our
Quad Corner™ design with no gaps, gas loss is
virtually eliminated.
Better Looking Windows with the spacer tucked
below the sight line and the muntins locked securely
and perfectly aligned every time.
To learn the surprising statistics behind Intercept’s
incredible success and popularity with leading
window manufacturers and their customers, visit
www.interceptspacer.com or call 330.963.5401 today.
When it comes to profitability, we’ve got your number.

Intercept. Absolute maximum performance.
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